
Multi-Tabbed Drawings in X-DRAW
Now while working in X-DRAW, the user will be able to create multi-tabbed designs 
(Video, Audio, Control) and work accordingly.

Reports
The user can now generate reports instantly or set up a report to run itself weekly or 
monthly and send the results automatically to the people who need to see them.

QuickBooks Integration
Now, the user can create a Purchase order or an invoice into their Quickbooks accounts 
directly from our platform. 

Group Level filters on My Library
While working in My Library, the user will be able to filter out the products as per their 
groups and add them to their BOM. They will also be able to view the product owner's 
information as well.

Accounts & Contacts Mapping
While creating or editing a project, the user will be able to map them with an account 
and contact from our platform and their information will be used while generating 
proposals as well.

Transfer to X-DRAW
While creating a design in the questionnaire method, If a user doesn't find any products 
of his choice or wants to add products from his own library. Then, by using this feature, 
they can transfer the BOM into a new X-DRAW design and work on it instead of starting 
it from scratch.

Versioning 
The user can now create multiple versions of any design and make changes instead 
of changing the original design.

Proposal 2.0
The biggest update of 2021, the Proposal Tool has been upgraded to the next level, 
offering full flexibility to design, edit & generate client Proposals. Proposals are now 
customizable like never before, making Proposal 2.0 the best offering in the market.

Search Sense
Next-generation, AI-driven Search tool that learns from user behavior and makes 
search results more streamlined with user requirements. 
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